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ABSTRACT
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provide a forum wherein teachers and administrators would explore tHe
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(TOS) . Central to this instrument is a consideration of the social
contexts used to describe students' language behavior. Phase III
consisted of several stages: identification of.issues for field,
testing of the TOt, more formal training for teachers in
microethnographic/sociolinguistic field methods, and development of
criteria for analyzing TOS field test results. Finally, the
limitations arid significance of the teacher training pmograim_axa..___
described in order to proVide evaluative information regarding the
ethnographic/sociolinguistic approach to language proficiency
assessment. (AMH)
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Introduction

The research reported in this paper was implemented under the Assessment

of Language Proficiency c)f Bilingual Persons (ALPBP) project. .The tWo-year

project is funded by the National Institute of Education (NIE) and adminis-

tered by InterAmerica Research Associates.

The purpose of this paper is to describe the teacher training program

implemented over a two year period'in cooppration with Tucson Unified School

District (TUSD). TUSD was selected as the training site for the ALPBP project

because ol"44th district's in,terest in the development of innovative approaches

to the educ'ation o language minority students. TUSD serves a community in

excess of 500,000. proximately 57,000 students are enroHed.,Jji TUSD schools.

Approximately 16,0 , or 28.4%, are7kispanic, of which approximately 11,000 have

been identif' d as having a primary language other than English. In additi

the school district also services about 1,000 student from.79 variou,s Ian uade

backgrounds;

TUSD administrators felt that the ALPBP teacher training program in

ethnographic/socio,linduist,ic methodologlas_wauld_complemPnt theix effortsLI_

developing a nontraditional language proficiency 'assessment instrument, the

Language Proficidncy Measure (LPM),hUSD, 1981). The educators who became

involved in the training program were teachers and'administrators from the

school district. District administrators had an opportunity to input in the

content of the program du r,ing the planning stage through,a variety of phone

conversations and on-site meetings. Teachers had an opportunity to contri-

bute to the training plan through a needs assessment survey and formal and

informal meetings.
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The general goaP of the training component of the ALPBP project was to

provide (a forum whereirf teachers and administrators would explore the application

of ethnographic/sociolinguistic theoi-ies and methodolOgias applied to language

proficiency assessment practices. In ordeg_to accomplish this goal, bilingual

and monolingual educators were provided with a background in lirnguistics,

sociolinguistics, ethnography of speaking, measurement, and research methodology:

The expected outcome of the training was that it would enable Tucson educators

to dvelop more effective language proficiency assestment strategies applicable

to their particular student population.

The'process of establishing a relationshLp with TUSD administrator's and,

teachers took place over approx.imately a six month period in the fall and

winter of 1979. The actual tr'ainjng was implemented in three phases. Phase

1 consisted of a graduate level course, offered during the s'pring semester of

1980. Phase II was implemented in the form of a three week intensive work-

CI:

shop in the summer.of 1980. During thi workshop, the Teacher Observation

Instrument (105) was developed. Phase I , the last of the ALPBP training

component implemented in Tucson, consisted of-several stages. The First

-cumslinte-d-a prepaation stage wherein the ALPBP project.staff identlfied

salient issues to be considered for the field testing of the TOS. Following

the preparation stace, a workshoP was implemented in the spring of 1981 to

%. give teachers more formal training in )microethnographic/sociolinguistic field

methods. This was undertaken with the specific purpose of enabling TUSD

teachers to field test the TOS. The next stage consisted of the development
1

of critei-ia forlanalyzing the TOS field test'results. The \ finalizationsof_
thi's process took place in.a two-day meeting in the slimmer of 1981 with a

TUSD representative, the ALPBP Project Director, and ALPBP Research Associate

b.
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A detOpled description of Phase Iis fouhd An Philips' article in this mono-
,

graph. The actual training process and outcomes from Phases II and III are

fully described in the body of the paper. Th& conclt.ion fpcuSes on evaluative

information identifying limitatiofis and significance of the ALPBP teacher

training program in Tucson. ,

Theoretical and,Methodological Approach

Traditionally, schools have used a developmental model of acquisition of

communicative skills based on white middle-class chjldren's socialization

experiences. This model assumes children come to school having the same

basic experiences at hdme kid in the community. It also assufies.. that 'cognitive

and linguistic skill development'follows a rather fixed growth curve which

takes as the norm site middle-class chi ren's developmental characteristics.

These assumptions are reflected in.standard monolingual curriculum objectives

as well as in the segmentation of knowledge by grade level. The model fails

to recognize culturally different language socialization' experiences of

children from multilingual/multicultural backgrounds. It lacks the neCessat-y

flexibility to build upon variability in the acquisitiOn of communicaOve

skills by children of,pdiffeeent cultural backgrounds, and to relate these

skins .to the learning of ne4.:concepts at school. This lack of understanding

and acceptance of culturally different language socialization patterns of

communicalOon may be a major factoi- contributing to the poor performance in

1

'school by language-Minority studentsPhilips, Note 1).-

Recognizing the inadequacies of this traditional model, an ethRographic/

soCiolinguistic apprgtach to communicative proficiency and its assessment,was

3
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adopted for use Ln the ALPBP teacher training program. The approach entails

both theoretiCal and methodolo.gical coniiderations about the nature of children's

language acquisition, language use, and its measurement.

From a theoretical perspective, the concept of language pr.oficiency is

seen as embracing "the child's full range of social uses of language and on-

verbal signals rather than encompassing uses associated with the transm, sion

'of literacy skills of reading and writing° (Philips, in press,i). 3).

t'In order to operationalize this interpretation of the language'construct,

Briere's (1979) integrative model of communicative proficiency was modified for

ause in the training process to include those factors which influence children's

language development and language use. The model, illustrated in Figure 1.i

consists of four basic components: linguistic competence and linguistic per-

, formance -- based on Chomsky's (1965) understanding of language -- and socio-

linguistic cormietence and sociOlinguistic performance based on Hymes (1972)

interpretation of communicative competence.

Figure I. t SOCIOLINGUISTIC/LINGUISTIC MODEL OF COMMUNICATIVE PROFICIENCY

(Adapted from Briere, 1979)

LINGUISTIC COMPETENCE

Knowledgs a too grammar
tne I.enguge

OEVELOPNENTAL FACTORS

Tmotsonal
Physscal

Cognit.ve

Lingoostic g

LINGulsroc PEAFPKIIMIci

Use of langnage sksils
by &mem

SOGIOLINGUISTIC COMPETENCE

Knowledge of appropriate Wit
of language In social context

soclounGulsm PEAFORMANCE

sAppropclate oSe of langu3ge
In a given SOCIal context
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Li nguistic competence refers to the intuitive knowledge a native speaker

has about the rules of the grammar of, his/her language(s) (i.eA, phonology,

syntax, and the lexicon). This refers, for example, to the tacit knowledge a

native English-speaking student has about when and how to use Goth regular and

irregular plurals, eo make verb and noun agreements, or to understand the

sounds of the dialecta-1 variations spoken in various communities.

Linguistic performance refers to the actual use the speaker makes of

his/her linguistic competence using the "proper" grammar and vocabulary.

Thege skills are evidenced in the ability to comprehend and-speak as well as

to read and write if literacy skills have been introduced.

Sociolinguistic competence refers to the knowledge elonative speaker has

about the appropriatebuse of his/her language within different social environ-

ments, i .e., the taciAnowledge of what to say to whom, for what reason(s)

and under what circumstance(s). In the school setting, it refers t-o the

knowledcge a student has of the appropriate rules of interattion and interpre-

tation when interacting_with teachers, peers and other participants.

Sociolinguistic perfo?ifirae-i-efers to the acival communicative behaviors
-*sok

of a speaker which lead other members Cif-z-speech comMunity to believe that

he/she is communicating appropriately. For example, in U.S. schools teachers

often expect students to look'them in the eye while being reprimanded or.when

respontiing1. In some cultures this is considered inappropriate; thus, if a

student does not provide a response appropriate to the culture,'a teacher

unfamil iar with the child's cultural background might conclude that the student

is disrespectful or uncooperative.

4



The ethnographic peespective requires the appl.ication of methodologies

- -"-
which support observatiOn of naturally occurrimg interact)-ols,- par.tIcipant

observations and ---i<terviews as research tools for determining the nature of

children's communicative proficiency. This is in contrast to experimental

methodologies whicJ focus on language interactions in contrived rather.than
,

natural settings. By their very nature, experimental methodologies disregard

children's natural language abilities because they cus on knowledge of

language skills which may lie outside their social zation experiences.

In an effort to develop observational criteria to, be used in analyzing

observations of children's naturally dccurring communicative interaCtions and

relate these to communicative proficiency, ALPBP project staff reviewed

current theoretical and applied research on the nature of lanauage and its

t
functional uses. Following is a brief summary from that review.

Hymes (1964)-argues that knowledge of a language implies more than an

innate and subconscious know)edge of the rules of the language (Chomsky, 1965).

9e suggests that language use within a speech community consists of culturally

ipfluenced communication modes, which include systematic patterning of speech

governed by social rules. 'He proposes that an ethnography of speaking is

required to describe 'the patterns of language use in terms of their distribu-
%

tion and function. He categorizes language in terms of basic functions:

expressive, directive, and referential.

Halliday (1973) ca,tegorizes language functions as instrumental, regula-

tory, interactional, heuristic, personal, imaginative and representational.

The instrumental function, according to Halliday, serves to minipulate the

environment, to cause certain events to happen, such as "don't touCh the stove!"

6



etc. The regulatory function serves in controlling events Arough the use of

approval, disapproval, etc. The-rifYreerstati-ona-l- funct-Loa_cefers to the use

of language to make statements, convey facts and knowledge, such as to explain,

or to report, etc. The'interactional function serves to ensure social main-

tenance. This is exhibited Ln knowledge of slang, jargon, jokes, politenets,
. .

and formality expectations. Thepersonal function allows a speaker to express

feelings and emotions. The heuristic function involves'language used to

acquire knowledge and to Learn about the environment. Heuristic functions are

often conveyed Ln the form of sestions that will lead to answers. Children

make good use of the heuristic functions in thleir use of why questions. The

imaginatrve functions serve to creat imaginary systems of ideas, such as

tAtting fairy tales, writing novels, creating poetry, etc.

Tough (.1974) considers two basic functions of language: relational and

ideational. The first one is used to "maintain the self" and the latter one

is used to direct one's self to others' actions.

As a result of ethnographic/sociolinguigtic observations of young child-
,

ran's communicative ineeractions, Wilkinson (1975) developed a list of language

functions specifically ielated to them. Because of their importance in under-
.

standirig the language use by schbol children, the functions are listed below.

Who am

4ho ace you'

Functions of Languacie

1 Establishing and maintaining self
2 language for analyzing self
3 language for expressing self

(for celebrating oc desoairing, etc.)

a Establishincr,and saintaining relations
5 . Xo-operating
6 Empathiling,,understahding the other
7 Role playing, mimicry
8 Guiding, directing tne oth-e-r

7



Wpo/What is
he/she/it'

9 Giving information
10 Recalling events (pest)
11 Describing present,events
12 Predicting future events -

' statements of intention
statementsof hypothesis
whet might happen

13 Analyzing, classifying
14 Explaining, living reason 'for
15 Explocing, intking gue.stions, but in other

ways also, by "sounding.out" people
16 Reflecting on own/others' thoughts.,and

feelings

(Wilkinson, 1975, pp..,96-97)'

Q
hi her stekty of teacher/children's language interactions, Fillmore (1979)

suggests several h./fictions of language related to children's production' and

comprehension. Samples of functions which she recognizes as important d'uring

classroom interact4ons are: to provide and elicit information; to explain,
0

to describe, t)p Clarify-, etc.

In addition'to research'on language functic!ins, psycholinguistic research

by ummins was felt to be iMportant to the study of children't language use-in

school. Cummins,(1980) suggestS that there are two independent dimensians of

--I-anguag l . . - 115, whichare related

. .

to 1-iteracy skilts, ond sociolingulstid language skills, which Are rePOted to

interpersonal communication skills.

Fillmore's (1976) research on the acquisitioF of English skills of

Five early elementaty school children indicates that ,both aspects of language

proficiency suggested by Cqmmins have unique but interrelated charecteristics.

Both are e5sential for successful achievemeAt and social interaction in 'the

.lassroom. Fillmore notes that sociolinguistic aspects of language are

cructal to the acquisi.tion ahd,develcpment oF a second language in early

'elementary schdo11 ch'ildren while cognitivelrelated functions often became

8
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more critical for older second:language learriers because of the emphasis on

academic performance at higher grade levels. The implicat on of Fil4more's

L
1

work is that both sociolinguistic and cdgnitive-ecademic'l nguage aspects are

important to meaningful and appropriate communication of second language

learners:

More recent 'research on language use in the classroom suggests that

there are two dichotomous language dimensions. One is more related .to,the

servLce of cognition -- academic-related language'functions -- and the other

is related to the service of interpersonal social Interactions -- soclo-

affettive related language functions (Genesee, in press). Successful communf-

cation with other participants seems to be correlated to the degree to which

the individual ha; mastered both dimensions'Of language use.

The insights gained from the review of literature together with,our

experience as educators of language minority students provided the basis for

'developing a framework for'training teachers in language proficiency 'assessment

issues utilizing ethnographid/sociolrnguistic methodologies.

.

kor

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ALPBP TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAM: PROCESS AND OUTCOMES I

Phase I: Bilingual Language Proficiency Assessment: An Ethnographic ApProach.

Phase j of the ALPBP teacher training program ,was implepented in the spring

of 1980 by Ur. Susan Philips through an agreement with) the University

--of Arizona School of Education Bilingual Program and the' College of ciberal

Arts Anthropology Department to do-sponsor a three credit (45 Kr.) graduate

&put-6e. ne course was developed to meet the needs of participat4g teachers,

9 1 1



Ix focused on three aspects of language proficiency as theY,relate to language

minority students:

o, Models of Language Proficiency;

.o Language Proficiency in the Bilingual Classroom;,and
. -

Language Proficiency in the Bilingua4 Community.

Through the course teachers wire provided with backgr'ounein approaches

to the asseiiment of fanguage proficiency offlanguale Minorivi students.. They'

were introduced-to basic sociálingurstic,and ethnograpbic concepts related to

language assessment, and were gu ided in the expiorati)5n of the natve of

chirdren's language 'proficiency in both classroom and community contexts.

Sources of information included lectures, readings, and discussions. A mo re,

detailed description of this'aspect of the training component is found in ,

Philips'.paPer, "An Ethnographic Approach to Language Proficiency Assessment"

(in press).

Phase II: Development of a Student Observation Instrument to Determine the

Comunicative Proficiency of Language Minority Students. The theoreOcal and

,

methodological issues introduced by Philips formed tbe basis for development,

of Phase II, which'took the form of a threeeweek intensive workshop. The goal -

of the workshop was tb Provide the participants with practical ethnogi-aphic/

sociolinguistic field techniques which would enable. them to partiCipate in the
.4

development of a teacher observation instrument. With the instrtictors' guidance

-- Carmen SimicK, a sociolinguist, and Robert Carrasco, an ethnographer --

participants developed the TOS.

1.0
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he orkshop"intlu6d a review of the 6asic co epts of ethnographic

, 'monitoring in classroom settings. Videotapes of interactions between

teacher/stuclent(s) and student(s)/student(s) in elementary bilinival class-
,

rooms were used to aid in the development.of teachers' observation skills.

The process was one of guided discovery where,"through discussion and brain-

storming; teachers were made aware of the wide range of communicative skills-

students use with different partjcipants in various classroom situations.

The videota pes prcivided a means for detailed discussion of teacher/studenC(s)

interactions vs. student{s)/student(s))interactions which focused on:

o language use, language choice, code-switching and their
relationship'to communicative proficiency;

o students' lrnguistic repetrtoirei; and_

o sociolinguistic rules of interaction in the classroom.

"a The discussions resulting from viewing the videotapes were related to the

.
teachers' firactical experience ag ethnogFaphers and participat observers:''

After Viewing the tapes, the participants and workshop leaders agreed that

teachers were the most qualified tp make'valid emic predictions abouti their own

'students' communicative abilities. Outside observers, it was concurred, would not

generally be aware of the specific rules.of interaction implicitly or explicitly

agreed upon by participants in classroom settings.

Early in the workhop,.teachers were asked to list students' behaviors

that, in their.opinibn, correlated with Ehglish proficiency. The purpose of

the activity was to identif participants' understanding of communicative

-proficiency. . Responses from this informal survey, summarized in Table 1, were.

analyzed, and grouped into four categories of behaviors. Thete are:

11



o, linguistic behaviors related to grammatical, morphological,
'and syntactic skills in oral speech,' as well as literacy
skills;

ethnographic/sodiolinguistic.behaviors related to language
use considering setting, participants,, nonverbal behaviors,
goats of-interaction, languagels) used by students;

o ' student background factors related to language of the home,
language(s) exposure, years of schooling, etc.; and

. a psychological factors related to self-concept-and language(s)
used in -eactiOnal interactions.,

Sixty-five percent of the total number of behavior's identified were linguistic,

seventeen percent fell within the ethnographic/sociolinguistic category,
5

twelve percent were student background factors pd six' percent were psycho-

logical facori. --The-most frequenth, cited linguistic behaviors focused on

ability to explain, amount of code-switching'4pring discourse, contribUtion

to discussion lud initiating conversation.. Worl order, command of syntax,

and vocabulary as well as the ability to complete writing assignments were

cited,as major indicators of "good" writing ability. Listening factors se-

lected were "good" reoeptive ability and understanding verbal cues. Only one

reading skill, the ability to read at grade level, was named.
. .

Among the most ofteh*.isted ethnographic/sociolingui-stic behaviors were:

the language(s) students use dufing'play situations, the use of nonverbal

behaviors, "language fluency," and ability to initiate conversation with

different participants in distinct contextual settings. Background informa-

tion factors cited were: language of'the home, number of years of schooling,

information in students' cumulative files, and ethnic background. Language uss

in the home was the one most often mentioned. The psychological factors

designated Were:

4

students' shyness or self-consciousness, and language(s)

4e)t.



.
TABLE 1

reacher Selected :actors Usets to Evaluate

Students' Ccommun.cacive Aroficiency

Ll'nguistic 3eneviors Number 94 7;mds oercentage
Seteeced

.Soeaxina

Code-swiCcning (Usima coo lam:wages during discourse) 5
Os. of dialectt(s) 1

"Good" Pronundiation
Aesoonding "well" co directions, aueStlions. etc. 1

Initiating conversation
Contributing co aiscussion 4

Abhlity to xplain in a group situation
15

(e4.. "goo-1a" Productive ability. amount of talk,
aoility to negotiate)

dritina

word order, noun and verb agreement, placement of adjective
before noun

"Satisfactorily" =elating Acing assignments in english
obmblecing tasks independently and accurately. "witn 'good'

control of syntax and vocapulary"
3uilding on sentences

Listenind

"Good" receotive soility
-ynderstanding verbal cues

/eadina

Reading on grade level

4.

5

5

1

TOTAL NUMBER OF TIMES SELECTED 55
65

Etnnograohic/Sociolinguistic 3enaviors

Language(s) used vitn peers during unsupervised Play situations 4

Language(a) used vith peers and teacher during supervised situations .

Ability to initiate conversation vitn teacher and peers in classroom
in path small ana large instructional groups 2

Use of jingles during unsuoervised activities in the ,blayground I
lor

,

Language fluency 2t

lonverpal benaviors ie.g.."resoonas by nodding, blank look, read aown") 3

TOTAL NUMBER OF r'mES SELECTED I;
17

Students' 3acxground :actors

nguage(s) spoken at 'lobe

Language used 'Os: freausntly by student 4C '10C1141

lr%ormetion n-students' cummulacive file

lumoer of /ears of scnooling

E:lnic bacxgrouna

TOTAL NUMBER OF -1PES SELECTS°

2svcaological Faccors

Student is 'shy or self conscious"

Languagefs) 4S4d in emotional interactions

.T0TAL NUMBER OF TlmES SELECTED
7 6

-otil lumoer of :actors

---

1 3



'use d durj.ng emotional interactions: In short, results from the survey indi:

cated that:

. .

o teachers' criteria for judging lahguage proficiency is
generally based On .43 consideration of linguistic factors
with a particular emphasis on oral language skills;

few teachers'include nonverbal language in their crrteria,
of communicative performance; and

o few teacher5 consider, in their criteria, students'
appropriate use of language in terms of contextual-and
psychological factors iffecting.,communication.

4

The communicative proficiency m4e.1 adapted from Briere (-1979, see Figure 1)

was discussed with teachers, and related to results from the teacher 'survey.

The purpose in utilizing this model was to mike participants aware ihat

language use requires speakeri/listeners to possess more than the knowledge

of the /rammar of a language and that sociolinguistic aspects of language

should be taken into account when assessing communicative proficiency: After

relating the mOdel to the results of the survey, participants arrived) at,the

conclusion that there was a-need to consider the communicative proficiency of

their'students in terms of both linguistic and sociolinguistic skills.

The review of basic ethnraphic concepts, discussion of the results from

the teachers' survey of communicative proficiency factors, and a modified

sociOlinguistic model of communicative proficiency (8riere, 1979) provided

the foundation for the inductive process used to develop the TOS.

werei

The major questions raised during its conceptualization and development

o What kinds of functional language skills does the
language minority, student bring to school?

o In which language(s), social contexts, arid for what
purposes does the student communicate best?

14
3



o 4 In which language(s) does the student have the wides.k
contextual range of communicative abilities?

.0
...

--0 What kinds of communicative skills does the Audent
.

.

need to master-in order to participate appropriately
.

\as a member of the school speech community? ---------
.

Imilortantln the process osf developidg the TOS was the selectioh of

contextual settings in which to observe students communicative interactionst

th'e language(s) of tnstruction, directness or indi-rectness of."teacher talk,"

and classroom organization (teacher-centered vs. student-centered). The .

language characteristics and linguittic background of the student were als-O

contidered consequential for the planning of the TOS. Ethnographic; socio- ,

linguistic and educational variables considered s:ignificant were: background

of parents,, number of sibl ings at home, age, Vanguage use at hdme and in the

community, ethnohistorical and ethnolinguist4c information.

The recogni.tion that students have varied re'pertoires of funciional

language use in different ,si tuations and with different participants, motNated
-

. .
the selection of some components of speech events, suggested by Hymes 0972ras the

the basis for developing the TOS. Table 2 describes those components used

during the initial stage of de#el.opment. They we.r.e:, setting, participants,

channel of communication, languages used and discourse ,cheracteristics.

TABLE 2

COMPONENTS OF INSTRUCTIONAL EVENTS it BE CONSIDERED

IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE TEACHER OBSERVATION SYSTEM

e.

'Setting $ Participants.
6hannels Language(s) Discourse Characteristics

of ComMbnIcation Used

Instructional

o (Formal)

Teacher/Studen.09) speaking
.

...,

. i
Student/Studont(s) listerOng

.
..)

5. reading ), .

Non-InstrustIonal

lk (Informal) events .

,.

wrLtIng

En,glIsh coherence

Spanish com0exIty

. adequacy oG vocabulary

code-switching



Ideally, an ethnographic approach to language proficiency assessment

consists of observing a student in the c;o0Munity, home and school contexts.

Mowever, because of the impracticability of doing so in all three domains,

it was dedided to obtain community and home inform4tion .throUgh student
A

-42
interviews and other available school records, and to only observe students

4

in the sChool setting..

The advantages and disadyantages.of using the categories of ,setting,

partii.cipant(S), sociolinguistic behaviors, etc., was a critical.issue of
..

discussion in the develbpment of the TOS. After considering the range ofL.

,speech events'that usually occux in a school day, theee representa'tive

.situations and social contexts were chosen. in order to assist observers in

,t6e description of stuhen,ts' communicative behavior in the different inter-
.,

.

actional cont6ts, basic qbestions were develoided. The questions provide a

00

guide to the obseryer in describing a student's range of communicative skills.

The questions and interactions are described in Table 3.

t

TABLE = )

TO S

01131111YA/IOM gutsT,,,Oms IN SOCIAL tONTEXTS

'r Social Contents! Oltected
r

jeetructIonol

Peer Group

inntructIonal mon-Instructional Other

eloestIons to be

anovered during

obiervetIoni

I. What lanquale(e) and/or nonverbal behaelge lee tiled by tho itudent

to cooremelcatef

4en the child doel not communicate verbally. what evIdencs.do you

silo that loalcatei undrstanding, OrtscrIbq tho behavior ob

1. When the Itueent doe, not leeo.to uederitand. whet Joel Ihe/he do

to Clarify the litvatIon, Oeicelbe the coomunIcatIve behavior
ob vvvvv d.,

3. peas th-e itodeot follow the iwelltit and enalleit 'viol of c000unl.

cation of the loclal content you nen oklerningi

16
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The field teSt version of the TOS (Appendix A) has three cOmponents:

'section I: Background Information*

Section II: Teacher Observation Data Sheet

Section HI: Description of Observation Data

SeCtio040 consiSts of a three part questionnaire: student information, optimal

student information, and teacher information. fhe first part includesquesdons,

regarding basic information about a student's name, age, sex, birthdate and

language usage. lrhe second part coritainS questions about previous schooling

experiences and 1 anguage(S) used in the home. The third part includes questi5us

A

about the teacher's language background. Section II *includes four social

contexts used to describe students' communicative behavior. Three basic.
,

questions guide the obterver to focus on specific communicativebehavior.

.

.t

Section III consists of MO parts. In pars one, teacher summarizes ,the

observed student's communicative behavior. 'In par w , extralinguistic factors

thai may affect studerqs' communicative ability (e.g., physical, emotional,

and/or social) are de?_crilied.

A preliminary Usage nual for use with the TOS was also developed. It

consists of four sections:

o I ntroduct ion

Rationale: desc ipt Lon of jthe ethrographkisociolinguistic

theories a methodologies underlying the develop-
men the TOS

o How top use the TOS

o Glossa ofterms

during the second ALPBP teacher training workshop.
.

1

The TOS lisage,Manual has ot been revised iince it was originaify developed

17
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The introductionsummarizes the purpose of the TOS. The rationale '

provides the theoretical and methodological approaches which serve as a

framework for' an intieroretat ioh- of students commurri cat ive proiicienty.

The vhird section describes how to use the TOS. The glostary of terms defines .

terminology used in the TOS and in the TOS Usage. Manual.

Phase III:. Toward a Validation of the TOS. It was recognized that before the

4
TOS could be validated and be of practical use to teachers, it was necessary

to determine whether:

9elected TOS interactional contexts sample valid
presentations of students' classroom inteeactions;

o the three questions for .each interactional context -

solicit from,the observer an'accurate description of
the observed students' howtional language abilities;

o behaviors descrjbed-bY teachers focus on a description
of functional language use;

O it is possible to identify students' functional
abilities through observation of selected classroom.
events;-and

o it is possible to develop a representative number
:of.cbmmunicative performance indicators based on
identif'ication of functional language abilities. ,

In order to clarify these issues and in preparation for field testing of

the TOS, participants were further.trained in the use of microethnographic/

sociolinguistic field methods to identify'how children use language fo'r

functional purposes. The workshop was organized by Charlene Rivera and Carmen

Simich. It was expected that participants would gain a better understanding

of what students need to know in order to accomplish communicative tasks

1.8



/- during classroom interactions, with the goal of relating this understanding

to the observation tasks outlined In the TOS. The workshop was organized as_

follows:

o a reviel of basic concepts of language.proficiency and
language profic,iency assessment; -

o a review of 6e anthropological orientation of "doing
4 ethnography" in classroom settings;

o a revidW of the nature and intent of the T0a; and

o 'a formal introduction to ftinctional uses of,language
in the school, home, and community settings and their

relationship to the teacher observation tasks outlined
in the TOS.

The field testing of the TOS was incorporasd into the two-day session.

Teachers were paired abd assigned to different sOhools to observe students

from kindergarten to ninth grade in chosen instructional events. _Each ttacher

recorded his/her' observations individually. The half day observations were

to be recorded in terms of functional languageused bY the observed students

and other participants, e.g., teacher, 'peers, etc. Two teachers were assigned

to observe the same student in order to compare observations amd increase

observer reliability. Following the observaCions, instructors and participants

discussed the problems and rewards of the experience. Based on their insights

into the proce4s,.small groups reviewed the experience, brainstormed, and

discussed possible "indicators" Of communieative

also made recommendatione for changes in TOS content and format.

oficiency'. Participants

E forts in the Development and VaLidation of the TOS. In-late May, 1981,

a meeti g was held between ALPBP Oroject personnel and a representative from

Tucson U fied School District: The purpose of the meeting was to develop

criteria for analyzing the TOS field test datt. The cri.taria agreed upon was:

A



o whether the observer answered the three questions for .

each of the four'social contexts posed in the TOS (see
Table 3);

o whether the observer provided a cpmplete and accurate
description of,the social contexis observed;

-

o whether the observer described a student's behavipr
in terms of-functional language.use;, and

o whether the obserVer's summary of the obServation
recommendatlons for student placement were represen-
tative of their description of the student's functional

' language bilities.

Because the TOS was at ehe field test stage, the ALPBP staff were con-

cerned that TUSD would attempe to ideintify "inqicators" of communicative

proficiency based only on the field teit. However, after reviewing the field

test results, the concensus of the ALPBP staff and the TUSD rePresentative

was ttiat, at most, the data could provide a sample list of communicative

functions related to language proficiency identified at the time of the field

-

test. Most importantly, it was concurred that the data could not compensate

for an ethnographic/sociolinguistic, Study of natural language)use in'elemen-

tary classrooms to inyestigate what "ways of speaking" (Hymes, 1972, 1974)

or functional uses of language that are available to participants in school

settings. Based.on identification.of reliable and valid indicators, it would

then be possible to determine what sociol inguistic skills students.need in

7

order to be considered proficient communicators. Once reliable andvalid

indicators are identified, it would 4:hen be possible to formally validate the

TOS or any othee similar instrument.

, .
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COnclusion

In this concluding section, the limitatjons arid significance of the ALPBP

teacher training program in Tucson ere described. The purpose is to provide

evaluative information regarding the ethnographic/sociolinguistic approach to

language proficiency assessment."'
. .

Limitations 8-f an Ethnographic/Sociolinguistic Approach to Language Proficiency'

Assessment. The limitatiOns of the approach were found, to be related to its

implementalian in actual classroom situations rather than to its conteptual

.
framework (Ph/lips, in press). The most significant Oeter,minants of successful

implementation in Tucson were found,to be:

o the working relationship between teachers and administrators;

o the time required to become familiar with tne ethnographic/
sociolinguiticsorientation to language proficiency

asSessment;

o the educational background of teachers; and

,the characteristics of the ethnographic/sociolinguistic

approach.
\.

The Working Relationship Among TUSD Educators. Cooperation of Oucators

o participate.in any trAining program is-highly related to the working rela:

tionship between teachers and administrators. In the,case of TUSD, some

tension was evidencegl between eeachers and administrators because of inadequate

i'-communication between the two. On the one Wand, teachers sometimes felt

Impotent and frustrated because they were not always sufficieptly informed

' bout the administrativedetails which affected them. On the other hand,

was evident that internal school district changes and pressuresi4ere

reflected in the administrators' relationship with the teachers, and for this

rlason, administrative details were not always communicated to teachers._

21
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Despite this tension, the gradual involvement and acceptanCe of the ideas

presented during,the ALKIP _training sessiotis became a motivating force for

both teachers.And administrators to cooperate fully.

The Time Factor. Time to assimilate basic theoretical concepts and to

become experienced in their application was Mbund to be a problematic aspvt

in the training of the Tucson teachers. The time alloted'for training was

negotate&-by ALPBP'steff with the TUSD liaisons and was limited primarily

by district constraints.

Although each of the three phases oflthe training program was carefulty

planned, difficulties arose in coordinating sufficient leave time for teachers

to attend extended training sessions. Short int,rmitfent sessions were not

generally possible becalise the major consultants were not in.the Tucson area.

The participating teachers found that the short intense training sessions'did

not always allow sufficient time to absorb and understand the new theoretical

concepts being introduced. One teacher summariied the feeling by indicating

that the "time (4as) too rushed." She felt "overwhelmed with information.."

Other teachers suggested that more time should have been given for additional

practite and demonstration of observationat techniques. Ideally, participants

concurred, training sessions should be distributed throughout the school

year to allow for clarification of theoretical concepts and tl-leir application

in the classroom.

Teacher Educational Background. Teachers..cto not generally have a back-

.

ground in child language development or second language acquisition issiles.

0

They are not familiar with communicative patterns of interaction.of multicultural/

muleilingual student populations; nor are they familiar with the rationale

22
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for assessing' fanguage proficiency. In Tucson., itwas found that teachers

highly correlate English language proficiency with knowledge of discrete

grammatical/phonological items. The participant survey (Taffle 1) confirmed

diet 'bilingual educators,Were not consciously aware of how sociocultura)

variables influence the manner in which morpholoodcal., phonological and

lexical items are integrated into cohesive discourse. Teachers' concerns

regarding the assessment of students' language proficiency were, in general, 4

focuseq on ease ofotest administration and interpretation of test resules

rather than with the nature and Scope of children's language and its

>

valid measurement. A general recommendation from the instructors who worked

with the teachers was that courses in linguistics, including child language

devlopment, second language acqUisition, and language proficiency assessment,

be integrated into undergraduate programs so that the new generation of
.4

teachers'is prepared to deal with the complexities of assegsing the language

proficiency of language mihority students.

Characteristics of the Ethnographic/Sociolinguistic Approach. The

1

approach requires systematic observation, by a participant observer, of students..,

language use'in riaturally occurring communicative situations in different domains:

community, home and school. The role of participant observer has too dimensions:
.15

that of,a etached, objective observer, and that ofan active participant. As

such, it requires a person to observe and, at the same time, participate in

communicative interactions from a detached yet focused perspective.

In attempting to utilize this approach in the TOS,it we's found that this

dual role can, and generally is, problematic because it requires that the

teacher concentrate attention on the mmunicative behaviors of one student

while simultaneously mairitaining the tacher role providing meaningful learning

23 C
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activities for all students in the classroom. However, because of the nature-
.

.of the TOS, which favors' observatjons by participants who alreadY have an

"insider's" knowledge of social rules of language use in each individual class-
.

room, it was decided to use this approach.

SignifIcance of the Ethnographic/Sociolinguistic Approach to Training,Teachers

in Language Proficiency Assessment Issues. Despite the limitations described
, 4

abov.e, there were sevvral,significant outcomes. from the ALPBP teacher training

nAroach to.language proficiency assessment. .The majoe outcomes were:

-o teachers' awareness of the holistic nature of Janguage;

o ohangein teachers' philosophy of education, as reflected
in thdir self-assessment of classroom organization and
management practices; and '

. '

o 4.the development of an ethnographit/sOciolinguistic
language proficiency instrument, the TOS.

Teachers' Awareness of the Holistic Nature of Language,. The holistic
-41

orientation to the nature of language and language proficiency assessment is
-

an important aspect of thq ethnographic/socrolinguistic apprsach to language

proficiency assessment. Within this non-traditional approach, language

proficiency is defined as knowledge of the grammar Of a language together

with knowledge of the rules of language use. In addition to linguistic variables,

sociocultural and sociolinguistic variables, such as setting, participant(s),

topic(s) of.interaction, language(s) used at home, school and community are

'acknowledged. This approach is in contrast to the more traditional one where

the major criterion for evaluating language.proficiency is knowledge of

specific grammatical and phonological items without consideration of the

rules of interaction and other s'ci,ciocultural and sociolinguistic'variables

that affect communication.

4
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.The observations of children's communiCative interactions and'class

discussions provided he opciortunitys for teacher,s to become more conscious of

the influence of s g(Iiolinguistic factors in children's language use. Awareness

11

the hOlist.ic nature of language motjvaled participants to reanalYze their

understanding of language use and its role in*lassroom communication and.

learning. .0ne teacher summarized,, "I gained additional insight into communi-

cation as a whole package:" Another teacher said, "I noW:understand communi-

cation is not only verbal." One teacher indicated, "(I am now) more observant
,

of tAe manner in which children communicate...I have learned to focus on the

function of communicative behaviors...to not only listen to whatis or is not

said but to pay more attention to how the message is communicated."

Changes in Philosophy of Education. The understanding And acceptance of

the ethnographic/socialinguistic approach and subsequent Changes in philosophy

of educatiOn were evidenced by comments and discussions between participating

teachers 'and instructors. Through the training, teachers became more conscious

of the nee'cl-to expose children to different situations in order to promote

motivation and learning through a variety of communicative interactidns with

, different participants in various social contexts. This"understandingr_

influenced some teaChers to modify their views regarding ctassroom organization

and management. One teacher indicated, "(l now) organize_physically in order

to allow for more firedom of interaction." Another teacher stated, "I feel an

increased sensitivity,to the perce ions children 'have of their environment,

especially of their school environment. I feel more acutely aware of the

various.levels of activity occurring in the classroom and school."

4
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The Development of. the TOS. The development of a non-traditional_instru-
,

,

ment, the TOS, was another significant outcome of the ALP8P training. The TOS

is 'the first instrument wyich attempts to relate focused teacher observations-

of students' functional language use in'classtoom settings'and commupicative

pnoficiency. The development of the TOS is important beeause it has the

*4. ,
potential of providing teachers with an instrument which acknowleOges the..

wide range of communicative abilities of language minorit,/,students. A4ough
1

. f .4the TOS itself is not yet Validated and possibly never wtll be, it represen s

an important innovation rn language proficiency asseiiment practice which has

far reaching implications for educators servicing language minority students.

-,--
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